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Neptune has designed two new garden table classics just perfect to dine alfresco in style!
Tuscany
The stunning Tuscany collection is not only named after the region in Italy but inspired by it too. Known
for its gorgeous landscapes, rich artistic legacy and its influence on high culture it is said to be the
true birthplace of the Italian Renaissance. Renowned for its natural beauty, Tuscany evokes images of
relaxed evenings spent under the setting sun. Taking these inspirations the designers at Neptune have
produced this elegant new table and chair collection.
The collection features a 250x90cm solid teak beam table, providing seating for up to 8 guests and deep
optimum comfort all weather chairs. The table is finished with Neptune’s revolutionary IsoGuard™
Treatment Oil, this provides additional protection and quality to the wonderfully tactile surface.
Combined with the new Tuscany All-Weather Wicker chairs and sleek Antibes 3x2 rectangular parasol, the
mix of classic materials and contemporary design make Tuscany a perfect choice to blend into any
surroundings.
Groveland
After the popularity and success of Neptune’s beautiful Portland collection, the inspiration to design
a collection equally as stylish and desirable led to Groveland.
This range of chic tables will bring a timeless, sculptural quality to any garden with its distinctive
pedestal base, allowing maximum leg room and burnished stone finish. Complimented here with the Tuscany
chairs, Groveland creates a relaxed and sophisticated look.
A choice of either the generous round or oval table allows Groveland to give a sense of occasion from
cozy and romantic evenings for two to lavish parties for eight. The composite stone is durable, tactile
and stylish as well as being completely maintenance free and can be left outside all year round, an ideal
combination for English weather!
Visit www.neptune.com
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